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Zeta Tau Alpha raises
money for breast
cancer
research
'Student '~ .o f the Univ~!sity

of

Miswuri-R~U<i ~e hollQ!~April

20 at the HrstAnnual StUdent Leaders'
Recognition Bapque\ hOSted by UMR's

Srudent CounciL Dean'Lee Sap&stein
of Mines and Metallurgy, who was the
guest speaker•.outlined the qualities of
leaders. Sapersfein spotlighted And<ew
Sears, funner Student Council President
and senior in electrical eng~g, as
an exceptional leader.

Srudent Council membe!"$ aIs<:> (elt
the same and presented him the 1995
Andrew Se3("S Award for Extrao.l!,I~
Srudent Leadership as the highiigllt of

Why were Zeta Tau Alpha members seen see-sawing in the middle
o f campus las t week? It was part of a
nation-wide campaign fo r Ap ril's
"Don't Be a Fool" Breas t C ancer
Campa ign s ponsored by the National Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation.
In 1980, Nancy Brinker wa tched
her 36 year old sister, a beautiful
wife and mother of two , lo se her
battle with breast cancer. Susan
Kamen's deathbed request was that
her sister "do something" to help
-"er women facing this painful dis'as not forgotten.
:lve years after her death, the
.tion established in he
... _. <lory celebrated its tenth anni. versary. Founded by Nancy Brinker.

G~yani B.b~t1, Sr:uamt

~~~e~etO

the urii,vet:Sity '

Mlssoun Board ofCurators

breast cancer research.

Source

Commit~

lj.i£hest ~v~j:

Members of Zeta Ta u Alpha sho,,'ed their support fo r breast cancer research
last week during a two day see-saw mar athon. Zeta raised O\'er $1500 fr om this
a nd a pie tossing boot h earlier in the month. This money will be used to help

Zeta Tau Alpha

Deanh, Director of Computing ServiCeS
-OUtsU\l:1ding Cofurn.ittee Chair of the
Year: Dan Engle. Chair of Computing
Affairs Committee
~Member of the Year: Josh Skaggs,
member of the Exte;nal Funding
~ln serViCe to S~nts at the:Univers'icY~s

Michael O'Shea

the Susan G. Kamen Breast C ancer
Foundation has become the co untry's
preeminent educator fo r early breast
cancer detection and one of the large,t sources of private funding fo r
breast cancer research in the United
States. The foundation 's mission is
to achieve higher recovery rates fo r
bre ast cancer victims by advan cing
education, treatment, and research .
The local Zeta c hapter at UMR
did their part by sponsori ng a seesaw m arath on on April 18 and 19
and their an nual "Pie in the Face"
fund -raiser in early March . The Zetas on campus collected pledges in
exchange for half-hour slo ts of see sawing and accepted don ations both
afternoons on campus. They also
distributed shower cards with selfexamination information to women
at local stores and doctors' offices.
Zeta Tau Alpha raised over S1500
all of which will be donated to the
Susan G . Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation.

Keith Blackford (r.) presents Andrew Sears with an award
established In his name ,at tt1e student leader banquet

i1

wants to develOp triiining methodsc for
mein~ and re.seru:>:h organizations.
The organization with the
greatest attendan~ was XMNR, .,.
which announced their recent move.
into new facilities and thanked Vice
Chancellor Ogrosky for assisting in
finalizing the mOve after frve Yf3("S.

0iI:F org~~ . in aneildance
incli.lded: ABS, ASUM, BloeKey.
GDIi

a,
fees for [1 arganizaiiqns andin 1,he ~f

UMR Bookstore holds buyback contest to
encourage students to sell old textbooks
Andy Tate
Stafr Writer

Now th at the semeste r is
coming to a close, it is th at time
again to think about selling textbooks back to the bookstores . Many
people on campus sell their books to
get money for nex t semester. but

there are also a lo t of students who
do not sell thei r books back for

various reasons.
This semester, as an incentive

Not only will sellers get get money
back fo r their books , but they will
also help the organization of their
c hoice wi n $500.

for people to sell thier books back,
the University Bookstore is holing a
book buyback contest. The contest
c laims that you can " turn yo ur
te xtbooks into cash for both for you
and for the organization of your
choice." All studen ts have to do is
take their used tex tbooks into the
University Boolcstore and sell them ..

The contest will last until
Friday, May 12 at 5:00 p.m. After
that time books sold back will not
count in the contest. The organization with the most books sold back
by this time will be announced
sometime on Saturday, May 13. The
winning organization will receive
$500 .
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What's Up at UMR
All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, UCW 218 ,
Please send all changes to the afore·
mentioned office,

Wednesday
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Saturday

nero . The amount of the award is fixed by the

Wesley A oatTrip

lJ}o.{R

committee andmaybesufficient to include anyoraU

outdoor track, National Invitati onal Meet,

11:00 am: Rugby Game, Rugby Field
12:00 pm: Gaming AssociationOpenSession , 314

7:00 pm and 9:00 pm:

1995. Recipients will be announced as soon as

Applications a\'ailable in the Student Financial Aid

Office, G·I P"rl<er Hall, Rollo, MO 65401 .
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The John Gyles Education Fund is again this
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Mr. Reiss prior to his death on July 14, 1975, is
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portion of the income frOmthe foundation is used for

Scholarship recipients are limited to graduates of
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1:" pm: GOI I to I Social

in the United States and its poucssions.
Scholardtip ~cipients are limited to gl'1.duates of THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION FUND

3:" pm: Trap &SktttClub Mtg" Basement Rolla
Bldg.

4:"pm: Gaming AssociatM>nOpen Session. 314&
317CE

publicly supported high schools locakd within the

The John Gyles Education Fund is again this

city limits of Bellebille, illinois. Students working

yearofferingfinancialusistancetostudents in both
Canada and the Unit.edStated. Canadian or Ameri-

to ....... rd a degree in medicine, bur. not nUl'ing, are
excluded. Post baccalaureate stUdents will not be:
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June 1Sth ,and November 30th. Applicants must be
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1:tII...., l'MR Jazz Ensemble _=t, Leach

Theatre. Castleman Hall

neai. Sinct 1M scholarship is hued on merit and
financial need,an official ntf'dl analysis (fAfSA)

Education Fund, Attention: R. James Cougle, Ad·
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scholarships to accredited colleges and universities

6:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega Mtg., 206 McNutt

Students may recci\'e anapplication byscnding
their requests along with a Kif-addressed, stamped

need. Since the scholarship is hued on merit and

The John GyJa Education Fund is again this
yearofferingftnancialassistancetostudents in both

6:)0 pm: Am. Nuclear Society Mtg., 227 Fulton

The selection committee consists of two officers of

up to S2.500.00. Deadlinesforl99SareAprillSth.

(US 32 cents) No. 10 en\·e1ope to: The John Gyles

1:30 pm: c..bristian ScienceOrgani1.2tion,Sunrise

Twain
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mwn GPA of 2. 7 is required. Criteria other than

mail<lI by these dates.
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the selection proCess. Selected students will receive
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can citizenship isa requirement. Awards an: available for all areas of post-secondary study. A mini-
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in the United States and its possessions .
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toward a degree in medicine, but not nUl'1i:ing. are

I:" pm: SUB Hyptonist: Marie. Pitman, Centen-

Thursday

THE JOHN GYLES EDUCA nON FUND

Mr. Reiss prior to his death on July 14, 1975, is

city limits of Bellebille, illinois. Students wor'.... :r,g

8:00pm: Kappa Kappa Psi Mtg.,211 McNuu

Financial Aid

The William M. Reiss Foundation , established by

Office, G·I p"rl<er Hall, Rollo, MO 65401.

cancitizenship isa requirement. Awaros are avail·
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United Parcel Service is looking
for students to work part-time
in St. Louis during the summer
loading and unloading trucks_
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$8.00 per hour
several shifts to choose from
valuable experience

<d.lllmpt<l

•
•

10hnGyI..
:Ou~~A~

mdeDm't,

Iby",,",,:

UPS will be accepting applications and
conducting interviews Monday, May
15th from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. and
Monday, May 22nd from 9:00a.m. to
4:00p.m. in Earth City

d,lIImpt<l
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS•.
Hannah and Sarah Fogleman, killed Dec. 12, 1988 at 2:22 pm on
1-95 South, Brunswick, GA.
"
Next t ime your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes
to stop him.
,
.j i
Because if he kills ihnocent people, how will you live w'ith yo~rselfi

.0

Q
~
en

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

~

~

III

u.s. Department or TrllnsporteliOl1

Rider trail North

i:>

~\'l
I

IUPS I

us. Department 01 TraflspofUu lon

*I
~

I

l:

~

Let US

combine all
your debts into one
easy-to-msDsge payment.

,

Bad credit no problem. AIL accepted ~. on ability to pay.
FAST HELP Is Jusy A PaolI. CALL AwAyl
Call day orrJght 1-305-537 -3617, (24 HR RECORDING)
'.' for your F~E APPUCATION or write:
4:J1 '·IHiji.,Ui i 4,. BOX 645 HOLLYWOOD FL 330.22
I

I

I

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Alonzo Drake, killed 9/17/91 at
!O:,59pm on Robbins Rd., Hm'vcst, AL.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whateve r it takes to
stop him . Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourse lf?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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1106 Pine St .• Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 3644 743 · (314) 364·4742 (FAX)

and

Buy Back for textbooks ~AJ' , thru 'l, , to r r'''''
Up to rO% of new price on re-adopted texts
National Market value on all other texts

Ihal~

20% of.f All Soft Goods!
Backpacks . T-Shirts . Hats
Sweatshirts • Shorts

~
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Features
SUBCONSCIOUS
The SUB movie this weekend is FORREST GUMP. On Friday
night. at 8:30pm, it will be shown in
surround sound, outside in the main
area between the library and the University Center. So, bring your blankets
and take anightofffrom studying!! The
movie will be shown at the regular
times,7 and 9pm on Saturday night in
ME 104.
1995 Homecoming: Remember to turn in your Homecoming
Queen nominations with the $10 entry fee to the SUB office by Tuesday,
May 2. Keep reading SUBconcious for
more Homecoming reminders.
SUB ' s annual OAR Day is
May 3. Come out and see all the cool

outdoor equipment that faculty, students and staff can rent. It will be on
display from 10:00 am - 1:00 pm at the
puck. There will also be a free BBQ
for all who stop by. A caricaturist will
also be roaming about during the BBQ.
Finally, if you want to fmd out more
about SUB in general or how to join,
there will be an information table with
free prizes!!
Mark Pittman, a hypnotist,
will be here May 3, at 8pm in Centennial Hall. Hypnosis is simply one of the
funniest and most fascinating shows
you'll ever see!! Mark is a certified
Hypnotherapist with many hours of
experience with clients. Don' t miss
him!!

/
/
/

Change of Seasons

Charles Janson

Hmmmmmmm.
Greetings and salutations, one and
all!
I hope y' all are having just a delightful time with your finals preparations. Did you ever wonder why Dead
Week is everything but dead? Along
those same lines, I heard an interesting
analogy (in talking about the end of the
semester): The end of the semester is
like being in a car that's heading full speed into a waiting brick wall, then
you hit the wall and it's all over. It's
really kind of amazing, but all the
stresses you've got right now just
won't matter in two weeks. But, that's
the way it goes ...
Speaking of big s!Jesses, this is the
last article of the semester (year) and,
it's got to be this big blowout of an
article that'll be meaty enough to get
you to read it (the Miner) again in the
fall. ..
And so we come to the problem: in
order to truly bring closure to this column, ) must purge myself of all the
thoughts and ideas Ibat I had wanted to
write about (ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha hal. But, you don't want to read
about that - as I've already been accused of rambling on in the articles Ibat
have a purpose. So, the question is,

"What do I write about?" Originally, I
was going to write this big long article
about this and that and the other thing
-- mostly about this and that, and you
were going to be really impressed and
you'd be itchin' to get your hands on
the fust issue in the fall - but it won't
happen like that.
BeforeI go any further, I must share
this with you: The word for the week is
stupid-head ... Just thought you might
like to know that as you enter the last
part of the semester.
But back to the topics at hand ...
See, I ran into a little thing called
the time crunch - we' ve explored this
topic before (incidentally, I've spoken
with my Congressman recently and it
appears that not too many of you -actually, none-- are petitioning for a
longer day) so I won't bore you with
repetition. Instead, I will tell you that
being busier than I've ever been busy in
my life - stinks, but I will get over it as
you already know.
I'm really trying to stay on !Jack ...
So after many hours of searching
for the Ultimate Topic and only finding
things that I didn't want to write about
(you know, all the traditional end

••

things --how I got started here, what
I'm going to do with my summer, the
heinous last week, or the coming
party), I finally decided. Actually, I
didn't have to do that much searching,
as it all kind of came to !De all at once ...
I'm going to give you my summer reading list.
The rationale? It has occurred to
me that there are some people out there
that may be unsure of themselves or
their future - and what better time to
fmd yourself than summer break???
Before I go any further, in case you
didn't know it, these are only my opinions - not those of the Miner staff.
So, here it is:
The
Fountainhead,
Atlas
Shrugged, aM The Virtue of Selfishness - all by Ayn Rand. I would recommend reading them in the order listed.
My all-time favorite, though, is Atlas

Shrugged.

Ifyou are unable to get to these over
the summer, that's fme; I can leave you
with one more thing to think about - a
quote out of Atlas Shrugged:
"I swear by my life and my love of
it that I will never live for the sake of
another man, nor ask another man to
live for mine."

QUICK NOTE: I would just
like to take a second here at the
beginning to congratulate 6 South for
their smashing victories this week,
placing first and second in the Ultimate Competition on Saturday and
winning the Intramural Wrestling on
Thursday. Congrats, guys!
Well, kiddies, the semester and
the year are both drawing quickly to
a civse. And every year around this
time, I tend to sit around and reminisce about the academic year gone
by. And what a year it has been.
This was my first year of college,
and I had really been looking forward
to it since I started high school. Finally, the freedom to do what I want,
when I want, and so forth. But soon
after getting here, I realized that in
truth, not that much had changed
except that) got to bed a lot later that
) used to.
But there were a lot of Ibings that
I wasn't expecting in college. And
those things are the experiences that
I cherish and will miss Ibe most.
No longer will ) be witness to
random acts of violence at unusual
hours. I'm a bit disappointed in that
because those wrestling matches,
beat-downs, dog piles, and other
caveman activities are what helped '

to make some of the most memorable
moments on my floor. My personal
favorite would have to be the time
that the guys on my floor moved all of
the furniture to one side of the TV
lounge so that they could have a
WWF style wrestling match.
No longer will I be able to take
pictures and make tape recordings of
the goings on. That is one pastime I
really did enjoy. When) got my camera a year ago, I never thought that I
would get pictures that could be both
funny and incriminating at the same
time. I'm split on which is my favorite picture from this year. the one of
Enoch taped to the inside of the elevator in his infamous 'feral man'
state, or Alan being "taught a lesson"
by Gino and Haas.
Of course, I can't mention picture-taking without mentioning tape
recording. It was pretty funny for
Ibose of us who weren't there to see
an "event" to hear it the next day
thanks to the small miracle of microcassette recorders. Hehehehe ... .
But most importantly, the one
thing that made this year so cool was
all of the people I met. AU of the

see Seasons, page 13
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D~vers~ons
Dawn Osborn

Rolla Review
to all of you movie goers out
there! Well, the year is finally coming
to a close. I don't know about you, but
I'm ready for summer: It's been a great
year doing movie reviews, and I hope
you have enjoyed it as much as I have.
I have several videos to review for the
last issue this week including Lillie Big
League, Angels in tlrl! Outfield, Love
Affair, A Simple Twist ofFatelJumpin'
Jack Flash, Cop and a Half, Sister Act
2: Back in the Habit, Tlre' River Wild ,
and Die Hard. The first two seem
appropriat e since major league baseball is back in the swing. Have a great,
fun-filled summer!

Angels in the Outfield

••••
Rated: PG
Running Time: 105 min.
This is a delightful story about a
young boy who prays for help for his
favorite team, the Angels. The winning help this little boy wished for dges
come down from the heavens, but only
he can see them which adds to the
comedy of this Disney ftlm .

•• • 112
Rated: PG-13
Running Time: 106 min.
This title was perfect for this outstanding movie. It is a heart-warm ing
story of a single dad and his adopted
daughter who literally walks into his
life. This is very good movie showing
the devotion of a father to his daughter.
Starring Steve Martin, Gabriel Byrne,
Stephen Baldwin, and Catherine
O'Hara.

Love Affair

•• • • 1/2
Rated: PG-13
Running Time: 108 min.

Jumpin' Jack Flash

• ••

Reynolds, is an excellent film about ..'
the adventures of Nick McKenna and
Devon Butler, an eight year old who suspense, action, and intrigue.
Meryl
wants to be a cop. Devon sees a murder Streep and Kevin Bacon
star in this
take place and ends up blackmaili ng
adventurous story of a mother and her
the police. In order to reveal the infor- family taking a raftingtv'ac
ation. They
mation;' the police departmen t must meet up with three
men also heading .
m.Jce Devon a cop for what was sup- down the river. The
story takes a
posed to be just a day. Nick is not dramatic change when these
men are
happy about this, but watch how the found out to be criminals
who stole a
tables turn.
large amount of money in the vicinity.
The film has breathtakin g scenery and
Sister Act 2: Back in the Habit
keeps your interest throughou t. It is
well worth the effort to rent if. you
Rated: PG
haven't already seen it.
Running Time: 107 min .

•••

Rated: R
Running Time: 98 min.

. Die Hard

Whoopi Goldberg is back again in
• • • •
Character s ,' Mike Gambril and
this sequel to the hilarious comedy Rated: R
Terry McKay, are engaged and fall in
Whoopi Goldberg, in her screen Sister Act. She is undercove
r as Sister Running Time: 132 min.
* •••
love with each other. (Yes, I have that comedy debu~ stars as a
computer op- Mary Clarence teaching in a troubled
Rated: PG
written right) You see, they fall in erator at a bank in this hilarious
movie.
inner-city schoo!. With her help, these
This action-pac ked film keeps you
Running Time: 120 min.
love, but they are already planni,,!; on The story unfolds when
she is con- kids learn to have fun and be discion the edge of your seat. Bruce Willis
marrying others. They agree to meet in
tacted through her computer terminal plined at the same time
. Sister stars as John McClane in this exciting
Billy Heywood, a.12 year old who
3 months if they are still in love with
by a British Intelligen ce Agent Clarence brings to life a dream
of singmovie. McClane is aNew York Detecknows more than you could imagine one another. This leads
to a splendid
stranded in Eastern Europe. Also, star- ing tooneofhe rstudents
whose mother tive who is visiting his wife for Christabout baseball, inherits the Minnesota story that you ' ll just have to see.
This ring Anne Potts.
. has always forbidden it. Watch how "' mas in Los Angeles.
Little does he
Twins from his grandfathe r. This story
film stars a wonderful cast that inthese students turn from uncaring teenknow that he is in for the ride of hislife
of a 12 year old owner/man ager makes cludes Warren Beatty ,
Ann.e tte
Cop and a Half
agers to awesome. 'f>erformers. ~
whell terrorists iake over the building""
for a very "fun" movi~. This one is a - Bening, Katharine Hepburn,
Gary
.r
where his wife works. McClane helps
must to see starring Jason Robards,
Shandling , Chloe Webb, Pierce Rated: PG
The River Wild
to defend this building in death defying
Luke Edwards, and Timothy Busfield,
Bronsnan, and Kate Capshaw.
Running Time: 93 min.
scenes that are thrilling to watch. This
along with some of today' s favorite
Rated: PG-13
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
action picture is one that shouldn't be
baseball
___________
stars.
___________
A Simple Twist of _
Fate
___________
Cop and_a_Half,
___________
starring Burt Running_
Time:
__________
112 min.
missed.
Little Big League

•••

• ••••
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Hello and welcome to the LAST
installmen t of CyberScop e. I hope you
have enjoyed our little jaunts onto the
World Wide Web and have found some
interesting and fun sites of your own.
As this is the last column in the last
newspaper of the year, I thought it
would be appropriat e to show you all
how to make your own little corner of
the Internet. Following this is an explanation of what steps are necessary

on rocke t/s aucer to creat e yo ur
homepa ge. I hi ghly r ecomme nd
NSCA' s Beginner' s Guide to HTML
to unders tand how to structure your
homepage. The URL is listed below,
but if yo u are un sure how to save files
in ly nx, mere ly em ail me a t
s tarfox@cs. umr.edu and I will gladly
provide yo u aco py. l am onlyhere until
Thursday of fin als week, so ge t yo ur
requ ests in soon! I have enjoyed writing this column for you all and ho pe
that it has benefited you in some sm all
way. Until next we meet.. .
Andy "Starfox" l eCren

"

Steps to making your own homepage

I. Create a public_htm l directory
in your home directory.
+ To accomplish this type: mkdir
public_htm l
2. You now need to set Account
Permi ss ions.
Type fs setacl . system:anyuser I to
set privileges to your home directory.
This command will give any user
on saucer or ro cket list access to your
home directory . This bas ically means
that they can change directory into
yo ur home directory, but they cannot
do anything without read permission s.
The n fs set acI public_ht ml
system:any user rl to set privileges to
yo ur pUblic_html directory.
This comm and will give any user
on saucer or rockcllist and read access
to your public_htm l directory. This is
neccesary for yo ur homepage to be
displayed. Be aware, though, that read
and list permiss ions give anyone the
right to access any files in that direc-

see Cyber, page 14 when driving down the street too fasf.

2)Don't steal the neighbor kids' kites
in order to do number 16 above.

Senior"
among tl
bases, s.
aboleadi

and four

Right
ior,ledth
of his U~
outfielde
leam in
slug~ng

age. FrO!

Lad

t

The 199

Life

out ~Iculating the trajectory motion
going into each bump/driv e/throw.
IO)Eat as manY'pops icles as you wan~
without worrying that your tongue will
tory. They cannot delete or write anyend up being a Monet-like combinathing but they can view your files, so
tion of green, red, and purple artificial
don ' t put any files that you don't
colors.
want others reading in public_htm!.
11)Jump in puddles.
3. Next you need to make your
12)Play in the mud.
homepage .
13)Take a hike in the woods.
Change into pUblic_html via: cd
14)Take a hike up the street.
public_htm l
15)play catch.
Edit your homepage via: pico 16)Fly a kite (preferably your own).
index.html
17)Search for rainbows (and the subse4. And, lastly, to access your
quent pot 0 ' gold).
homepage yo u need to do one of the
18)Plant flowers (by the way, the
following:
seeds-in -the-egg-c arton-thing actually
lynx http: // w w w .umr.edu / -(your
works, and my thumb is usually purple,
userid) OR enter the URL http://
not green).
www. umr.edu/- (y our userid) into
19)Visit lots 0' friends.
Mosaic
20)And remember , no matter how,
hmm, frustrating your baby brother or
Those are the easy steps to making a sister might be during this break,
they
homepage . You can also accomplish can usually be paid orf and
summer is
all of this in one fe ll swoo p by typing only three months long.
-stuco/ma kehome . This will do all of
the above s teps and then allow you to And now a couple of Don '
ts:
personali ze a generic homepage . To I)Don't run over the neighbor
kids

Junio
earned h
plate as I
hits. and
46 hiu.

from page 5
3)00n 't spend too much time out in the
sun (I don't plan on losing any readers
due to skin cancer.)
4)Oon't drink and drive. Please.
5)00n't think about school at all.
There are just moments in one's life
when that evil little thing called the
g.p.a. is not necessarily a good thing to
ponder.
Anyway, kids, I want to thank you
all for a fabulous year, full of ups,
downs, and sideways-e s. Thanks especially to the folks who wrote me the
occasiona l word or two of
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encourgement. These mean more to a
writer-type than you will ever know. If
you're one of the elite who is actually
graduating (ooh, the "g" word), I wish
you evel)' luck in the world, and if the
company you happen to have ajob with
happens W have an opening for one of
next year' s 'graduates, let 'em know
I'm on my way, okay? Thanks. As for
the rest of you, I hope to see you all safe
and sound in the fall , when I will once
again resume my position of "happy
babbler." Have a wonderful, relaxing
summer, and I will see ya 'II in August.
quite Sincerely and Humbly
Yours, Laurie
,
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1995 Season Comes To A Close For UMR Baseball Squad
- The UMR baseball team completed it's season last week on a low
note as the Miners feU twice to Missouri Baptist College. The Miners'
overall record for the 1995 campaign
was 14-28, including a 3-16 conference record and a 3-3 record in the Gulf
Coast Classic down in Panama City
Florida.

On the mound, senior right hander
Allen Jones paced the Miners in almost
every ,category, leading the team in
innings pitched with 63 2(3, wins with
five, complete garnes with five, ERA
with a 4.38 average, and strikeouts
with 50. Freshman Matt Bryant led the
team with two saves.

Junior leti fielder Nathan Wade
earned honors for his effons at the
plate as he led the Miners in batting,
hits, and doubles. Wade hit .333 with
46 hits and twelve dOUbles.

In the field, sophomore catcher
Mike Williams had the highest fielding percentage at .978. Freshman second baseman James Van Iten and
Nathan Wade also had fielding percentages above .970.

Senior center fielder Chad Fuesting,
among the MlAA leaders in stolen
bases, swiped 21 bags this year while
also leading the team with 150 at-bats
an~ four doubles.
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Right fielder Dan McGinnis, a junior,led the team in RBI by driving in 33
of his UMR teammates, and freshman
outfielderlDH Matt Bryant led the
team in homeruns with five and in
slugging percentage with a .500 average. Freshman shortstop Vince Como

The UMR Miners ended the 1995 season on a dismal note with
two losses.

Lady Miners End Season on Losing Note

~

Lady Miner son ball
News Source

The 1995 softball seasdn will end
prematurely for the University of Missouri-Rolla Lady Miners, as a 1-5
weekend in Shawnee, Kan., prevented
them from qualifying for the MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletics Association Tournament.
As a result, UMR's linal games are
scheduled for Wednesday at Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville.
This game was not on the original
schedule, but the teams scheduled the
twinbill last week after McKendree
College (whom UMR was supposed to
host Wednesday) had to back out of
games with both schools due to a glut of
make-up games in its conference.

With this being the fmal outing of
the season for UMR, several players
hope to finish some work on the record
books.
Shortstop Melanie Rohrer (Boulder, Colo.) will be looking to extend
her records for runs scored (44) and
hits (54), while she attempts to break
the record for stolen bases. Rohrer
currently has 23, which matches the
mark she tied as a freshman.
Left fielder Kristan Kiverland
Park, Kan.) already holds the singleseason mark for runs batted in with 36
and also set a single-game mark for hits
in a game with five in March. She still
has an outside chance at the career RB I
mark, as she needs six to tie Teresa
Dickenson's record of 88. Over the
weekend, King became only the second Lady Miner in history to amass at
least 150 career hits.
Center fielder Nicki Wray

(O'Fallon, 111.) will attempt to extend
her record for doubles, which currently
stands at 18. Wray, who was ranked
12th in the nation last week in that
depanment, is also among the team
leaders in several offensive categories.
Second
baseman
B
Broeckling
(Florissant,
Hazelwood Central) is
finish the 1995 season without an

without an error and if she get' through
Wednesday's twinbiU without one, she
will establish a new MIAA record for
fielding percentage based on number
of chances.
If the Lady Miners can at least
Wednesday's doubleheader, they
also assure themselves of their
straight winning season and fifth
straight season of at least playing .500
ball.
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Miner Netters Ace UMSL -- Sign Recruit

~

Miner Tennis
News Source

With the MIAA championships
beginning Thursday in Maryville, Mo.,
University of Missouri-Rolla tennis
coach Todd Franklin has anno unced
the signing of Matt Balven to a Na-

led the Miners with a .462 on base
percentage.

tional Letter of Intent for the 1996
season.
Balven attends Washington High
School in Washington, Mo., and is
ranked among the top 12 players in the
Missouri Valley ranking for players 18
years and under. Balven, a left-handed
player, competes at the Sunset Tennis
Center in SI. Louis.
On the court last week, the Miners
won their fin al regular season match at
Missouri-SI. Louis by the score of 5-0.

Methi Bengisu' (istanbul, Turkey),
Chris Brannon (Kennett, Mo.), Matt
Hamlin (Billings, Mont.) and Steve
Kadyk (Shawnee, Kan.) all won in
singles play, w.hile both UMR doubles
teams came away victorious as well.
Sunday's scheduled match at Drury
College was cancelled because of rain
and the lack of available indoor courts
in Springfield due to the Missouri Valley Conference championships taking
place on Sunday.

As a team, the Miners hit for a .273
average, scored 241 runs, had a team
ERA of 5.97 and a fielding percentage
of .931. Comparatively, UMR opponents managed a .293 batting average
while scoring 279 r~ns, posting a 4.90
ERA, and earning a .948 fielding average. Next year the Miners will return
more than ten players.
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NUL Standings

Through April 30, 1995

Western Conference
T

GF

GA

Pts

Home

Road

4

111
126
135
112
132

126
141
153
172
167
156

68
57
48
47
42
39
Pts
53
45
39
38
37
35

17 -3- 3
16-5-2
15-7-2
9-10-3
9-10-5
10-9-4
Home
14-7-2
9-8-6
9-12 - 0
11-11-1
6-11 -6
10-8-4 .

15-7-1
10-9-3
5-11-6
12-9-2
8 -12- 3
6-14-3

9
5

177
167
128
144
135
154
GF
154
144
120
128
137
115

Road
9-9-5
8-10-5
-9- 12- 3
6-14-3
8-11-3
5-17-1

Home

Road

Central Division

GP

W

L

petroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
st Louis .. .. . ..........
Toronto ................
Chicago . . . ...... . ... . ..
~ .... . ...... . .. ... .
Winnipeg ....... . ...... .
Pacific Division
Calgary ........... ... .. .
vancouyer . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
San Jose . ... . . .. ...... .
Edmonton. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Los Angeles ...... . ... ..
Anaheim . . ........ .. ... .

46
45
46
45
47
46
GP
46
46
45
46
45
45

32
26
20
21
17
16
W
23
17
18
17
14
15

10
14
18
19
22
23

5
8
7

L

T

16
18
24
25
22
25

7

5
8

11
3
4

172
GA

Eastern COQfer-ence
Northeast Division

GP

W

L

T

GF

GA

Pts

~ ....

.. . ..........
Pittsburgh ........ .. . ..
~ ................ .
Buffalo ................
Hart ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Montreal. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
~ .................

46
45
45
46
47
46
46

29
29
24·
20
19
18

12
13
18
19
23
21

5
3
3
7

8

33

5

179
174
136
123
126
123
109

129
142
119
115
137
142
166

63
61
51
47
43
43
21

Atlantic Division

GP

W

L

T

GF

GA

Pts

Philadelphia ... . .......
New Jersey .............
WashinClton. . . . . . . . . . . ..
NY Rangers .... . ...... . .
Florida .. . ....... .. .. ..
Tampa Bay . . .... ... .. . ..
NY Islanders ..... .. ....

46
46
46
46
45
47
47

15
17
18
22
22
27
27

4
8
7
3
5
3
5

148
128
127
134
105
117
126

130
114
116
130
119
140
156

58
50
49
45
41
37
35

27
21
21
21
18
17
15

5

7

18-1-4
18-4-1
13-7-2
13-8 - 1
12-1 0 -2
15-4-4
5-16- 3
Home

11-11-1
11-9 -2
11-11-1
7-11-6
7-13 - 3
3 -17- 3
3 -17-2
Road

16-6-1
13-4-6
14-6 -3
11-9-3
9-12 - 2
10-13-0
10-10-3

11-9-3
8-13-2
7-12-4
10-13-0
9-10-3
7-14-3
5-17-2
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A Nobel Prize Lecture

YKL

The Discovery of the Binary Pulsar
Russell A. Hulse
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
1993 Nobel Laureate in Physics

Thursday, 4 May 1995
4:00 p.m.
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Many students voted
for the first time this year for
the
Student
Council
President in a campus-wide
election, Well, Student Council
recently elected the rest of its officers
for the 1995-96 school year. Now that
we have our new officers, we also are
looking forward to having one of the
fin st years Student Council has ever
seen. Here is the"list of your elected
Student Council qf'\:~cers for the 1995~
96 school year:
PRESIDENT
Keith BI~ckford,
3684078, keithb@umr.edu

5,

In addition to chairing all
meetings of Student Council, the
President holds full executive
authority in Student Council. The
is
responsible
for
President
representing students to the campus
and coinmunity acting as UMR:s
Th:\:'
Student Body -President.
Pr~ident is responsible for ensurin'g
that all officers and members fulfill
their duties and that th~ bylaws and
constitution are followed.
In general the President_is
responsible for all issues related to'
students at UMR and sees thaI' the
student body is informed.

Yice President of Internal Affairs
(yPI) serves as parliamentarian at
meetings, oversees all Student Council
committees, appoints members to
these committees, and is responsible
, fo r ensuring that all Student Council
. 'projects are carried out by all
committees.
The YPI is, responsible for
publicity of all events that happen
inside Student Council. The YPI
works with the Recorder and other
officers to recruit new members and
run Introductory Co~ncil Meetings. In
general the YPI see? that the student
-body is informed about Student
Council's activities.

TREASURER - Nancy Lambertson,
364-1367, njlamb@umr.edu

Student Council Committee Chairs Selected for 1995-96
The fo ll owing peop le were selected to chair the respective comm ittees of Student Council fo r the 199596 school year:
Ca mpus Improvements: Mike Yi~cent-Chai r, Chris Doyle-Ass!. Chair
Co mputin g Affa irs: Andy LeCren-Chair, Aaron Schrader-Ass!. Chair
~x ternal Fundin g: James ,caifuC hair, Bob Babcock-Assi. Chair
Intercultural Relations: TawaIina Morgan and Daisie Hobson-Co-chairs
Paren t-Alumni Relations : Adam Peterson-Chair
Professional Societies: Phil Gong and Gary Ross-Co-chairs
P ublic Relations: Suzanne LynCh-Chair, Mike Wentzel-Asst. Chair
StUdent Services: Karl Schmitt-Chair, Amy Johnston-Ass!. Chair
Univers ity Relations: Rich Lee-Chair
Student Council is looking forward to seeing what we believe is- the most talented group of committee
chairs we have encountered in recent years can accomplish.

This Year in Student Council
As many of you know,
Student Council has accomplished
quite a bit during the course of the
1994-95 school year. Some were
more prominent, memorable or
popular than others. We tried to put
together a list of things that we
accomplished over the year. The
following is a semi-complete list of
,t hings that were completed by
Student Council during the past
year:

The treasurer is responsible
for all financial matters within Student
Council, The treasurer is responsible
for working with other officers and " ,
'brought windows to the
members to form Student Council's
campus network
In addition, the
yearly budget.
treasurer se~es as · an ex-officio
• investigated new locations
member of the Student Activity Fee
for additional academic enhancement
Board and serves as an advisor to the
centers
External Funding Committee in
Student Council.
'developed a proposal for
In general, the treasurer is
the formulation of a student judicial
responsible for seeing that all Student
board
Activity Fees are properly spent.

campus organizations.

problems

'passed a new constitution
' held campus-wide elections
of the Student Body President
' organized
intercultural lock-in

and

ran

' handling
building complai~ts

mUlti-purpose

'continuing investigation for
additiOlial areas for parking

an
'prov iding a courtesy plione
in most buildings on campus

'participated
in
the
formulation of the Chancellor's
Strategic Action Plan (or next year
'established the Internet
headquarters for student governments
'held a coffee hour for nontraditional students.

'investigating ways of
bringing fast food alternatives to
campus
'investigating a possible
intemship program for health services
through UMC

• investigating the Possibility
In addition, we have been of providing a campus day care
working on issues and I?rojects that facility
affect the whole campus, as well as
those that benefit a certain group of
• improving distribution of
'Published
freshman students more than others. Below is a Blue Key directories
edition of the ~souri Miner
list of issues and projects that Student
Council currently investigating or
, 'developing a plan to
.. tde~eloped.;i plan .fO! T!WO. , working on. We hope to accomplish, -resurface the track arid provide new
, -",,', ~.
campus bulletin boards
these sometime by the end of ihe next -lighting for the tennis courts
school year. The following are still
' made teaching evaluations being investigated by Student
'participating in a j?i?t
more accessible to students
Council:
effort with QHA to investigate
"
, I", , ' (
{~-'7--:';'i>. ~.,:G
possible changes to the intersectio~f
' provided training: '- to
'providln'g ' Novc!I1 aisk 10th and State
I~,
network and Internet skills ,
K
.space for .a} ~stu~ ~'}tS ..".', .~
,,_
,
')
"<.r· .. ·. .·l:...~.\.~:'\~ ~:....., ':. ~~ -~I : .. ·r"·;"(.;: .1~.. '··.i:· J)~ ". ::.:~.{ •. ~;,."ii'i.; v;_.~ ~ "* conduchng an extenslye
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' '~~yelopihg ,a cr~diUi~e oft '", inv~stigation of the "gas leak" by Ibe
redesign of the Uni~ersity Center
student' ID 's
'
, TJ tunnel.
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l,.

'got crosswalks repainted
around the perimeter of camp'us •

,

' prov ided additional bike
racks for campus to be installed after
finals

~

~o~

~
~;:: "if '): ',,::

meei ngs

if'~ou

i~~!!.IJ..~..~,;;t;9.~,:\!l~~!S'~oro~rs, cal! 341;"280 or

Of~~."*--~-,.,,-...,.<&....,,,-.<.
t~~~:~1
~~~=~~~:~e:u~
'""
In ad

'

~ ,; -~:: ~ , ~
'expand ing the CLC in the

libr;uy
· improv ing. , ~ighting

i

AFFAIRS - Josh; Grove, 341-5622,
, ..
':-;
;'.
jgrove@umr edu ,,,;, " ::-'
;(,:r;',"
·A.s always,
flave any
'
. .::,.'-£ .':" J,,'. '2i"""" que'si'ions'regarding Stullent 'Council
.

'increasing the hours ofthe .
lib~"!Y

'continued to lobby ag.ains) '. can:'pus
the engineering fee and .aghi'nsi J . • " .
needlessly raising tuiti(}n;' " '"
.:;;'
. >""
.

~

~

on

'''p~ovidihg . a ' "24 ', tio~r'~
.

,

I: . ,,:~tudy!c0mpJJJeI\areasuccessful "

,I!..~. ~ ~. -;...

0"

.~

With the recent election pf
new officers and committee chairs
done with, Student Council is lookiiJg
for people to help out with some qf
these things. If any of these projeq,ts
or issues interest you or if you feel th.at
something else should be changed' gr
wo rked on, we would appreciate yo~r
help. For more information on how
f ou can get involved in Studerlt
Counc,'I, g,'ve us a call at 34 1-4280:ar

f;.",,: .,r.., , ~:~~<d~:~_. ~ ..' •___ ~~ ,~_"",,.;~_~.::a:,~:.:~,::~::~.a.~~ ••; .._:;;~;'~~~,"=;'~#~,,~:;~,
'conducted 4

'd istri buted disk space to

'working

on TJ

tunnel '

send us email to stuco@umr.edu. !i;

r
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ATTENTION ALL K -MART
SHOPPERS, this will be the las t iss ue
of the "Shock's Music Review," atleas t
for this semester! But just like a bad
dream, we'll be right back in your face
next round !
Okay, since this is the last iss ue of
the review, it is packed full of STUFF
(see MU330) that you can check out
over the summer. No crap is included
in this issue --we didn ' t have the time
for it-- but you can res t assured that we
will keep looking for your sake (only
because we care)!
Ano ther thing that I want to say
before I go off slaving in a 120 deg ree
steel mill for a lousy paycheck while
you are roastin g yo ur buns in the Bahamas over the summer: A lot of people
come up to me and say " Hey, Shock,
we really like yo ur review, but we
never heard of any of those bands
before." Well of course you haven't :
that 's why they ' re called NEW
BANDS (not too much sarcasm intended there).
You've got to give new music a

chance. Don 't be so conservative - if
you read a review that you like, but
have never heard of the band before,
skirt on the edge of risk and buy it! If
you want to do some research first, I
offer these tips:
I) Call your local college radio station
(KMNR 89.7 here in Rolla) and ask
them to play it for you. If they don't
play it., stop by the station and ask them
if they'll let you listen to it there. I

haven't tried the "stop by" part, but it
sounds like a good idea.
2) Some record stores will let you
listen to an album before you buy it.
Check yo ur local stores to see if they
are this coo!. If they are, shower them
with your business and tell them that
yo u are doing it because they are so
cool!
3) Read reviews from other sources.
Perfo rm a comparative analysis.
Whatever your decision, be sure to
OPEN YOUR M IND!
Have a cool sum mer, and Bon Appetit!
- shock

CHRIST. Where has this been hiding?
This is the hidden treasure you have
always longed to find. AlII can say is
GO GET IT, NOW .
Kamikaze is a balls to the wall, in

your face, compilation of 12 bands.
They are: INCH, HEATMISER,
ST ANFORD PRISO N EXPERIMENT, FEAR IS FAT AL, FUDGE
TUNNEL, SKATENIGS, THE
PLEASURE ELITE, W ARGASM,
THE BEYOND, KID ROCK,
ELEVEN, and INTO ANOTHER. If
all of these bands were to do a concert,
I strongly suggest selling all your
worldly possession in order to finance
the tickets and the pilgrimage to wherever they play. I'm not kidding here.
"Music 10 push you o\'er Ihe edge"
is an understatement. Hell, it shO\'ed
me over so gosh dang hard, I don't want
to come back . As a matter of fact I'm
not going to . .If you buy anything this
summer, spend a measly 5 to 10 bucks
on this. You Wil.L NOT be sorry. If
yo u cannot fi nd it in stores, here is a
TOLL FREE nu mber to call (you can
also req uest a catalog of other bands) :
1-800-709-9991 , or write to: Continuum Records; 380 Ludlow Ave.;
Cranford, NJ 070 16. Do yo urself a
favor.
-shock
PRICK
PRIC K
Nothing I lnterscope

KAMIKAZE

duced and engineered the 1st, 3rd, 4th,
and 5th tracks. Trent says "Everything
thai PRICK writes sounds ... wrong."
The other six tracks were produced by
Wayne Livesey (The T he, Midnight

Oil, Jesus Jones) . Wayne said
"PRICK has an unrealistic and ro,
mantic idea of what their music means :
very strange." The album was mixed at
the C h urch and the Rak by Alan
Mou lder (S mashin g P umpki ns,
NIN).
PRICK has a quite impressive
way of assaulting all your senses with
a mixture of extreme vocals shifting
from Slinging screams to a wet, warm
whisper. This whole vocal onslaught is
supported by the driving powerchords,
quasi-industrial synth, sampling and
mixing created under the auspices of
Trent Reznor.
PRICK makes their opening official with the first track, Communique.
"This will be the ni gh t; of all the years
yo u have wished it could be the night,
yes this will be the night...to communicate. I call to your intellect to ask for
it 's advice." Kev in gets his point
across here, setting the standard fo r the
rest of the album.
I particularly like I APOWGIZE
where Kev in says "Congratulatio ns.
Yo u have wo n. You have fough t off
calling me fo r a whole year, to prove
your point I' m tired of.sho uting o ut in
the night, my pride is packed away and
I, I apologize...... The acoustic guitar
here is just so tasteful. Imagine this

Performance - 9
Sound Quality - 9

scenario: "David Bowie, meet Trent
Reznor!"

Performance - 9
SOWld Quality - 9

THIS IS MY SECOND SUMMER
PICK - music here to keep you cool.
The fll'St NIN show that I ever saw

THE PICK OF THE SUMMER IS
RIGHT HERE, BABY,
I wasn't even going to rev iew this
tape until I went to the office to type up
the review for this edition of the paper.
I needed something new to lis ten to,
and this tape was j ust kinda lying there
on my desk, all sm ashed up and all. I
grabbed it., tossed it in, and JESUS

PRICK also makes his point of
view on fur coats known on the cut,
ANIMAL. " I wait all night for you, the
priceless coat you·wear. Fox or Chinchi ll~ beaver, it doesn' t maUer, to me

was in SI. Louis, on the Downward
Spira! Tour. At the end of the show, I it's hair."
Look for PRICK this summer!
was convinced that Trent Reznor was a
prodigy of our time and that anything
he participates in will have imparted
upon it a portion of his artistic genius.
Kevin McMahon is PRIC K. What LI VIN' LOUNGE
Mr. Reznor saw in Kevin is obvious in The Fabulous Sounds of Now!
his music. He signed him to his per- Continuum Records

KAMIKAZE
Continuum Records

Performance - 9
Sound Quality - 8
"I sigh for a time of cheap talk and
schmoozes. You caught my eye wi th
unusual bruises. What actually occurred has become a blank spot, the
point is that I heard that yo u're liking
me a lot; at least that's what yo ur goodlooking frie nd says - confabulations '"
!im
Confabulations ,
by
EVERLOUNGE.)
YES! Lou nge music is alive and a
h ~lI of a lot more fu n than I ever imag ined! No, don't worry, Tony Bennet
isn't here, but you will traipse across
the likes of The Wonderful World of
Joey, Useless Playboys, The Lounge
Lizards, Buster P ointdexter, and
The Friends of Dean Martin, to name
a few of the p erformers on this 14 song
oompilation cd .
I seriously didn't know wh at to
expect when I slid this disk into my cd
player. I fig ured that I would get a good
laugh, but fou nd myself running home
to lis ten to this cd, instead!
You see , man y (I guess thi s is
somewhere well over 10) people have
tried to describe " lounge," but all
failed miserably. As a matter of fact,
uleir so-called expert opinions on what

1<eviet-v
Tonight, where they had mentioned
that the drummer is forme rly from the
LEMONHEADS.
Rang ing from slow down easy
blues, to ho use rocki ng, horn hounding, honest to goodness lounge, Livin'
Lounge touched me where I have
never been touched before . ;) Yo u can
still probably race out to your favorite
music-buying place and be the first to
rock yo ur block with over.60 mi nutes
of Sound-O-Ramma!!
j
-shock

Cia
~
PRINTER.

5499. Call (

--:s.!
Somethll1g

and other uru
IV. 6th. 364·
~

'70s RECORI

-SONABLE·3

Pe

SK A
The Third Wave
Continuum Records
Performance - 8
Sound Quality - 9
I didn ' t know what The Third
Wave was s upposed to be until I
started to write this review . Actually,
I ju st blew it off as some goofy title but
then found out that it has some depth to
it. Ska music has come in waves. The
origina l period lasted around three
years. In 1978, Jerry Dammers started
a second phase. 4 year craze. and no w.

--

Jen K. and Je
You guys
just because (
AOT,!en P.
Karlynn, Ben
FJickyou
Jenny

-

LauriaM,
Wh'IIcin(

ing? Donu~
Pecans?

Your Roomi~

91 FM ... BAI
Rock'n'Roli.
Lauei.n,.

You don'
Karlynn

Benji,
In the f.
yo,""l!'?

lo unge is supposed to be was sooo bad,
they were taken outside and pummeled
by angry members of the not-so-often
heard of organization "Gamblers'
Wives Against £Tpert Opinions of tile
Definition of Lounge." Really_
The cd busts open with The Wonderful World or Joey putting their
foot down and telling that man to "get
out of my life, but first get out of my
gal! " A truly inspired anger /love song.
Meande rin g through the art ists
names, I came across LO VE JONES
(appearing courtesy of Zoo Entertainment). I remember seeing some T.V.
specia l abo ut them on Entertain ment

the " third wave" is in it' s 11th year,
This fourteen song compilation cd
features the likes of the DANCE,
HALL
CRASHERS,
MEPHISKAPHELLES,
the
PIET ASTERS, the SCOFFLAWS,
and the TOASTERS (the TOASTERS is the band that brought ska to
America in 1984), to name a few.
There are 10 bands featured on this
compo
Ever since I saw the SECRET

see Music, page 12
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MACINTOSH COMPUTER &
PRINTER. Complete System only
$499: Call CPris at 800-289-5685 .

Personals
Jen K. and Jen S.,
You guys are awesome! (a nd nor
just because of your names!)
AOT, Jen P.

Hil I
lally,
ebut

rthto
The
:hr"

moo

lOW,

a ball...BATTER up!!

Petro,
Was til at a sucking noise or a blowing no ise?
Karlynn

Waylan,
,It's been a great 2 years

Remember th is guys???
Something Special Florist has African
and other unique beads in stock. 402
W. 6th. 364-8181 or 341-4328 .
'70s RECORDS - NEAR MINT-REASONABLE-364-0935

'hird

You Know Who Squared

Karlynn, Ben and Ed,
Flick you all!
Jenny
Lauriane,
Wh at ki nd of nuts were you wanting? Donuts? Peanuts? Almonds?
Pecans?
Your Roomies
97 FM ... BANGI !!
Rock'n'Roll.

Th e future o f

Lauriane.

You don't want no stinkin donuts
Karlynn
Bcnji,
In the face" I
yourself?

How can yo u face

Waylan,
Have yo u g iven a dawg the bone
yet?
Dawg Pound
Thanks to All who have contributed
blue construction paper to the pound.
Dawg Po und
We liked the cookie s tory!
Dawg Pound

Waylan,
We're fi nally out! No more Rayl
food !! May the good food begin
-K
Dawg,
How's that design coming?
-K
Slack
Thanks for all the help in Phys.
couldn't have made it without you.
Hope yo u like my thank yo u present!
"'wink'"

-K

Hey Dawg Food,
Did you stop playing Ninte ndo to
read this? By the way, are your thum bs
sore yet?
The foreigner

Lisa & Jen,
You g uys are the greatest! I r can't
wait til we live together. Too much fun
will be had by all!!
-Kend ra

Yo u haven't been in Ule Dawg Pound
enuff if you:
10) Don't know the etiquette of eating
a Harvey Bun properly.
9) Haven't seen "Feedback" yet
8) Haven't seen the juggler in action
7) Max occupancy 25 people ... NO
VACANCY!
6) Think movie night isn't every night
5) Haven't heard the "Call of the Wild"
4) T hink cheese and peanuts go good
with beer
3) Think Disney movies are rated G
2) Haven't experienced a "Big Bag 0'
Something"
I ) T ho ug ht the Bat was only used to hit

HonyockI love you whole bunches!!
-Kayak

HELP WANTED!

HonyockCongrats on Ule summer job!! !
-Your would-be field partner.
Dear Jeff,
This is my grad uation present to
you. r couldn't tlll nk of anythmg more
fllting that would exemplify our relationship over the past two years. Congratulations Jeff!! Best of luck to you .
All my love and laughs, Sis

Jeffery Paul,
LOVE THAT HAIRCUT

Amek:
How exactly does one have a
"power tool day"?

Jeff:
I worship your intellect. Yo u are so
wise and all-knowing. r realize now
Ulat r can never win.
-Kendra
Jeff,
You know yo u wro te thal
say th at.
-1995 Ksve

!J! never

M iss Bowen:
Be ready. This Saturday is Doomsday .. .
Good luck to all COllege Bowl contes tants. (Especial ly the Delinquent R.A.
tea m and Kendra's team). May the
betler team win.
You're quite the pran kster Kendr a.
Your practical jokes far outstrip mine.
If not for yo ur intellect, I'd probably
erect a temple for you.
Kendra,
Your ego's writing checks your
brain can't cash! Get yo ur shirt ready
Jeffery Paul,
My God that shirt is like Ule s unwhenever I close my eyes it 's s till there.
-The waitress from To m's Bar and Grill
Newob Eus Ardnek:
Nognilk Kaeps.

Kendra:
I still like you, even if yo u can't do
rate-of-charge problems .. .
Top ten reasons why Jeff Schroder is
welcomed on 9S
10. Jan itorial Services
9. Sexual Services (he wishes l )
8. Keeps roaches away,
7. No one geekier is allowed
6. 7N pays us well to keep him away
5. It's our good deed for eternity
4. He's just so cute-NOT!
3. Smells beller than some visitors
2. To apologi ze profusely to Denise
I. We were given the choice, hi m or
DH.
Kendra,
My christm as present beller be
GOOD!
Thanks to everyone who made my
birtllday a great one!
-Jeff
Ways Jeffery Pau l has fun,
Making friends ulrough personals
Keeping friends through personals
T hinks of ways to annoy people
Finding brigh~ bli nding o utfits
Antagonizi ng Kim (Did I say Kim I mean t Denise!)
Apologlzmg to Denise
HeyTJHA,
Start a revolution. Everybody read

Jeffery Paul,
Who has the brain today"

Curious

see Gossip, page 13

PC REPAIR

Comput ing Services is taking applications for the PC repair
shop located in 120 MJCS. This is an immed iate opening.
The PC shop is responsi ble for the maintenance and repair
of both CLC and depanmental PC's . The sa lary is $5.00
per hour with a maximum of 16 ho urs per week.

z.

The requirements for this position are:

n¢
IC~

An a biliiy to work well w ith people.
Basic ex perience with hardware/software installation i.e.
Installation of hard disk, Ethernet cards, CD ROM, and
various other adapters
A working knowledge of DOS, E-Mail, Telnet, FTP, and
Novell commands.

RS,
the

WS,

sr·

aID
few,
this

I

:ET

R
:.. '

If you are interested, please pick up an application from the
~ ~/\ Computing Service office, 114 M/CS. Or you may contact
1,,\~~ill Edwards at bedwards@ umr.edu
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lRea\ Astro\ogy
ARIES (MAR. 21· APR. 19): Pet
peeves: superstitious wafflers who
believe all astrology columns are divine revela tions; logic addicts who
dismiss all as trolagy calumns as
trash; averly cautiaus earth"signs that
mi si nterp re t
the
do- it-now'
exuberence a f Aries folks as carelessness ; and Aries who. have pianeering ideas but dan' t lay the
grou ndwa rk necessary to. enlist ather
peaple's help in carrying aut thase
ideas.
Pe t g lees: ap timi sts wha're
equally respecrful of the scientific
and mystical mades of thinking; rea lists who. have a sixth seryse ,abau t"
when their Aries friends' brainstarms
are bagus and when they're brilliant ;
and Aries wlla've given up trying to.
change ather peaple and have taken
charge af changing themselves.
TAURU S (APR . 20-MAY 20) :
Taurus writer Randall Jarrell ance
said, "A gaad poet is saineone who.
manages, in a lifetime af standing out
in thunderstarms, to. be struck by
lightning five ar six times; a dazen
times and he is great." I think this
standard can be applied to. many
ather pursuits besides poetry. To.
_ excel in yaur field, you have to. be
: willing to. hang a ut where the energy

is most electric. But more than that.
Yau also. have to. wark canstantly to.
keep ya ur chaps up so. that a n ihase rare
occli~ians when sudden inspiratia n becames available, yo u have the ski ll to.
capture it in a usable farm.
Why ~ I bringing this up naw? .
Because I see a whale mess af lightning
bolts headed yaur way.
GEMINI (MAY 21- JUN E -20) :
have been meditating an yaur pressing
questions, a S·e eker. I have tuned into
the wre nching riddles which. are disturbing ya ur heart, and I am ransacking
my meager wisdam far same morsel af
truth that might calm ya u. But what I
am beginning to suspect, a Befuddled
One, is that any. answers I might uncaver will do. ya u no. good at all. Wh at
ya u really need, I think, are not answers to. ya ur pressing questians, but
better q uestions; mare clearly articulated questians; mare rut hlessly ha nest
questians. Dig deeper, please.
CANCER (JUNE 21 -JULY 22):
Where will ya u be at naan a n January
I, 2000? What dream will you be
living? Wham will yau have' became?
What ar wham will yau be serving?
Will yo u 10. ok back at the periad of May
4 -May 20, 1995 and maurn, "If anly I
had launched my Five Year Master
Plan at that ripe astralagical ma-

..
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tbisw,

men!.. .. " Or will ya u; on that exultant ing ya u a falling star to wish upan abaut
day, instead be crowinl "can liardly every two minutes.
believe that I have became presi4ent a f LIBRA (SEPT.23-0CT. 22): On
May 6, 1626, yaur fellow Libran Peter
my aw n life."
Mi nuit wangled the bargain af the milLEO (JULY 23-AUG . 2-2) : - An ts
co uld literally be crawling in ya ur -Iennium, purchasing Manhattan Island
far a few trinkets warth aba ut $24.
pants even as ya u swing the deal af the
yea r. An itchy little nemesis may stage Almast exactly 369 years later, ya u're
an uprising agai nst you abaut the same paised to. wheel and deal wi th a similar
time Very Important Pe~ple ar~ rea liz- vengeance. Let me suggest, thaugh,
in g how wo nderful yo u really are. But, that ya u demonstrate a little mo~e genI don't mean to. imply that pests wiIi
erosity than Minuit. You don't have to .
sabatage yo ur triumphs. At warst, be a greedy sleaze bag or put yo ur
they'll cause a rash th at'll have ya u karmic credit in jeopardy in order to
scratchi ng ya urself inelegantly while
score the best value of the year.
stand ing in the winner's circle.
SCORPIO (OCT. 2'3-NOV. 21) :
Your quesi is at a fork. In the neXt few
VffiGO (AUG. 23-S EPT. 22): To.
observe the arri val afya ur dreamy sea- weeks, it'll split off in one of two directions. To the right lies dark obsessionsan, aur staff has awarded ya u three
ha norary titles. Ya u've been selected -a raging, compulsive chase like Captain Ahab's pursuit of Moby Dick. To
as: (I) Mast Likely to. Benefit fram
Wandering in Wild Places; (2) Mast in
the left, a more graceful hunt beckons,
Need of Inspiratia n from Serendipimore in the style of Sir Galahad's devotous Adventures; (3) Most Likely to
tional search for the Holy Grail.
Have a Wish Come True If the Wish Is
Choase the right fork and yaur
Made upon a Falling Star.
quarry will be beastly, primardial, impassible. Chaase the left fork and yaur
Ready to. get started an living up to
these labels? Try this. Saunter up to.
quarry will be magical, transfarmative,
the top af a hill ar roaf in the early earthy.
marning haurs af May 5, and settle in SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC.
far an ha ur af sky-watching and ram- 21): As a Zero Wa rk activist, I'm
bling fantasies. The Eta Aquarids
tempted to. dare yau to quit yaur job and
metear shower peaks that night, bring- devote yaurself -full-time to. creating
•

the li fe ya u've always drea med of.:
Just think: Yau cauld wake up each1J!9ming wi th nathing else to. do. be-:
sides figuring aut haw to. make_
maney daing what ya u lave to do. :
But to. give ya u advice like that,_
I'm afraid, wauld be irresponsible.:
Yau may nat have the luxuryafliving _
in poverty far 15 years, as I did whileI fallawed my blis$. until it paid aff. :
So you're not gOii g to catch me rec-_
a m mending that yau quit yaur jab :
this week. But cauld I at least talk _
yau into. making yaur jab a bauncier, zippier. fizz~er experience?
:
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-JAN.19):WHAT LOVE IS NOT. Lave is nat:
a lanery, so. da n't gamble on langshots. Lave is nat a Calvin Klein ad,:
so. don't let sterile idols seduce you _

.away fram flawed but fecund reali-:
ties. Love is not a low-maintenance _
machine, so wark a n its upkeep at:
least as hard as yau do. at yaur jab. _
WHAT LOVE IS. Love is . a:
mind-f***, but that's gaod, cansider-_
ing the fact that. yaur number ane:
erotic organ is your imagination._
Love is a game in which !he rules :
keep changing, so. stay loose enough _
10. anticipate the new rules even as:

-

see Stars, page 14 I
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_--------------------------------------------------------Music
CAJUN BAND and MU330 (bath are FLOW'ERHEAD
from St. Lauis) playa concert here in The People's Fuzz
Ralla, MU330 has became my favarite Zaa Entertainment
ska band (hoosier love and spilled my
drinkaffthe 1993 cdPRESS are great!) Saund Quality - 8
The Third Wave has shawn me that Perfarmance - 7
there is life beyand MU330 (hard to.
believe, I know).
Hailing fram Austin, Texas,
MEPIDSKAPHELLES cracks it FLOWERHEAD is making heads
apen with a tune that, if you can ' t help turn with their secand album. The
jumping araund while listening to. it,
ya u 've probably gat same ~nd afbrain
damage . . Nat letting anytime for rest,
MUSTARD PLUG fires Too Stoopid
right at you, farcing yau to. spin and
gyrai~
bOdy no matter'what you're
<taing. Be 'careful wh.ere ya u listen to.
this, and' make sure you' ve had plenty
of rest! ..

your

'All thraugh this cd, the ha ms are an
fire! I cauldn 't'stopmoving parts of my
bady tat ally uncantrollably! WOW! If
yo u are looking to expand yaur musical
harizans and want to. ftre up some ska,
I h ighly recommend this cd as a 'gaad
starting paint. If ya u' re a ska fan
" already, then L know mat ya u a lready
have this in yaur callectian. ·
If yo u want to. hear some ·ska on the
radio, tune. into J<..MNR 89.7, specift. cally to either Melissa Meska's happy
ska show, or J~sp n Kinear' s hard core
ska shaw -_b9th are gr~at.

.J

GO

People's Fuzz. FLOWERHE'AD is
Eric Faust (lead vacals, bass), Buz
Zaller (guitar and vacals), Eric
Schmitz (guitar and vocals), and Kyle
Thamas (drums and vacals).
This cd opens very powerful and
penetrating with Words To You andNo
Meaning, respectively. As far as I can
tell, Words To You is actually a sang
about alC9haiism. "Open to sugges-

tian, let yaur questians fade away,"
signs Eric Faust This sang maintains
an abstracted melady and lyrics,
thraughaut. The charus' hard drive is
just enaugh to. bring yau just back
before yau slip too far away - very
tasteful.
No Meaning is the first song that I
heard fram this band, and, incidentally, the reason that ·I decided to. do. a
review. The melody is very catchy (no,
dan ' t say pap, 'cause you"ll be
WRONG) and has a way af rooting in
yaur subcanscious, so. haurs later
youCU be' :humming this tune saying
"Gad, 'lhat is so.' familiar!" The lyrics
are'nat quite in yo ur face, but "I don't
believe in God and you say Iknow Why.
I dan' t believe in yau and yau maw
why, but that's the same excuse I used
to. use·with thi's girl who. tried get too
deep, yau know eV..<;O',b!I9;t~ try~g"~
become clear," ,,; ..;:~.~ ~ '. ~ ~. :';00'}. ~l
The bands self-praclaimed me~
sag~ is "It's the kind af sa~g-yau ljsten
to. wh,m yau're driving in your brather'~
Can;~arand the smell of weed is w~~
1I1g thraugh the car.,,!;!e ' s got tl)at !hing
.. turned up to. 'ten , ~~dya u're just sitting
there, amazed at It all."
' Well, FLOWERHEAD has a
gaod cd, but I think that toward; the
end' they ust have' go tten a hold .o(
s~ii.e.ieal red:haired'buds: becaus'-the
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Gossip
Thanks for not making me wear the
shirt

Kendra.
Jeff. Chancello r & Mystery men.

"Ora:

Thanks to advances in fashion technology. we now have shirts which clash
with themselves! And Jeff Schroder is
on the leading edge of this hot new
fad ...

Tony:
Your haircut looks good. Kendra
must have practiced. She did a good
job.

~!"

Top Ten Things That Are Useless
10.9.8.7.6.5.4 ... 3) Kendra's College
Bowl Team ... 2. 1

All purpose College Bow l Answers
(study these carefully. Kendra)
1) Hamlet
2) Sponges
3) Civil Rights Act of 1964
4) Modulator Demodula tor
5) Oklahoma
Kendra, Tony. Chuck, and ?:
Repent! The end is near! Judgement day is Feb. 27th.

.

••••••

Coming soon to stores; The Bowen!
Wagner line of clothing--a1l in high
fashion colors like fluorescen t pink
and purple.

, page 10
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Hey Hip Crew:
When things get rough, always remember: "More than likely, almost
deftnitely. in all probability . We can't

es even as '
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the Miner during the meeting. (Note
this was in 1992) .

Is anybody else tired of reading these
stupid personals?

33 is a great number. Admit It!
Intensive studies by Dr. Jeff Schroder
of the 7 -North Sleep Deprivati on
Project have determined that 4:30 am
is an ideal bedtime.

4) She can't accept Jeffs superior intellect
5) She's overinvolv ed (go ftgure ... )
Kendra's favorite leisure time activities
I) Read "Robert's Rule of Order"
2) Replay answering machine messages over and over
3) Make lists of things to do. but not do
them
4) Clean the room (yeah right)
5) Rewrite English papers

'Dra:
Remember when that one guy did
that one thing at that one place? Oh
sorry. I guess I was speaking in code
again.

Top \0 Occupation s for Jeff Paul
10) President
9) Math Teacher (what else do you do
wi a math degree?)
8) Gigolo
7) Dictionary editor
6) Butt kisser
5) Swimsuit model
4) Father (another reason for birth control)
3) Poster boy for birth control
2) Snuggle bunny (ftgure it out yourself)
1) Bob Saget's Joke writer

Why Kendra talks so much:
1) She's an extrovert (go ftgure)
2) Everything reminds her of a story
3) She can avoid homework that way
4) If her mouth stops moving. she'll
shrivel up and die
5) It's the booze talking, man

Top 5 Things Jeff Schroder Can't do:
5) Hold an intelligent conversati on
4) Dance
3) Think
2) Be anR.A.
1) Wear shirts that don 't physically
disable others

Why Kendra is stressed out:
I) She can't handle .these devastatin g
Miner ads
2) She goes to bed too early
3) She tells too many stories and does
too little work

Top 5 things Jeff Can do:
5)

Kendra:
You're lucky lowed you a favor ... I
could have written about you-know who-else.

4)
3)
2)
1)

Little known facts about Jeff:
I) He knows and torments all the waitresses at the Waffle House
2) He stole a scuttlebutt sign
3) He loves grits
4) He knows that the stories Kendra
tells are facts. not rumors!
5) He worked at Schnucks
6) He visited the Rolla Hair Cutting
ft.cademy .
Things Jeff should already know:
1) How not to overextend oneself
2) How to say no
3) Kendra is all powerful (psych!!!)
4) Running across the interstate is fun ,
but dangerous
5) Some day he'll die
6) Nebraska is the greatest state in the
Union
I hope you laughed as hard as I did reliving the less stressful past :)
-K
Congratula tions to the Silver Bullets
on the victory in the Ultimate
Tourname tnl.
Congratula tions to Six South for dominating the Ultimate Tourney.
Ayyyy Dude. Where's my plaque?
Yooop!
Alyssa.
You are such a cool Big Sis!
Thanks for everything!
Zlam. YLS

Kim S.Thanks for being such an awesome

Music
some real red-haired b.;ru. because the
performan ce goes down. I guess. unless you're fried, too (I haven' t gotten
the chance to try this yet).
TRUCK STOP LOVE

How I Spent My Summer Vacation
Backyard I Scotti Brothers
Performan ce - 8
Sound Qualiry - 7

Do y.ou like URGE OVERKIL L?
How about DINOSAU R Jr.? Well
then how about some- (cough, cough)
country music? Whatever your poison.
you get a unique blending of all of the
above in How I Spent My Summer
Vacation, a cd very reminiscen t of

big sis- good luck during finals week!
Ziam. YLS
AmyCongrats! I'm proud to be YBS .
You are awesome!
Zlam. YBS
Pam & Amy.
You all are the best Little Sister
anyone could ask for.
Zlam. YBS
Heather PThanksfor everything! You are the
greatest.
Zlam. YLS
Thanks Craig and Jim for taking our
soccer team to the championship two
years in a row! You guys are the
greatest! We'll miss you!
Love always, Zeta
Sigma Chi
Congrats on soccer! You guys are
awesome!
Your fans
Cassie and Jessica
Thanks for all the Physics help &
frosty runs! Iluv you guys
Zlam. Cranmer
Pam
I Love You!
Zlam. YBS
Jessica.
Congratula tions! I hope you enjoyed initiation. I couldn't ask for a

see GossIp, page 14
from page 12

Mid-Weste rn America (i.e. Kansas,
illinois. Idaho. Ohio. got the picture?)
I heard a rumor that the first track
was actually so inspired by URGE
OVERKIL L. that the name of the
song is the initials U .0. spelled out -

You Owe ...hmm. The second track.
Other Stars. was so blatantly reminiscent of DINOSAU R, Jr, it actually
turned out to be my favorite cut.
TRUCK STOP LOVE claims
their influences range from Hiisker
Dii to Hank Williams. This translates
into a very broad listening audience
who will appreciate the band. but I
think that they lack an individual
"sound" that will let them develop a
core of dedicated fans.
Nonetheles s. How I Spent My Sum-

Seasons
people acting together (most of the
time) are what truly made the fabric of
this year. People like Lindsey. with her
"Holy Jeans" and Shawn with his plan
to "Take over the world." They. and
many others. are what made this year
bearable. if not downright enjoyable at
times.
Right now. most of you are probably thinking about your own linle
adventures this year and wondering
"Why is he waxing poetic over the

Page 13

year? There's always next year."
Which is pretty much true. For everyone else. You see my floor is breaking
up at the end of this year. Either everyone is moving out or moving away. And
regrettably. I must report that I may be
one of the ones moving away.
Yep. that's right, I' m trying to bail
out of Rolla. But my plans for next
semester are in a state of confusion
right now so I'm not sure what the
future holds for me. There's about a 501

mer Vacation is a good debut, and I

Leave it to Kennedy. though. to steer band seems to layoff and
let the sounds
can't wait to see them in concert They me toward the path of all
that is cool. bleed together into quality songs. The
play the Other World in St. Louis. on The song rocked, and their debut
CD words of Sponge' s vocalist, Vinnie. are
May 27. If you see me there. mention rotting Pinata is out and
selling for delivered in the same low-key style. .
this article and maybe I'll buy you a about 10 bucks in most places.
With a The man is a talented singer. able to
beer! Have an awesome summer!
price tag barely into double digits. I use his excellent voice to
compleme nt
- shock
ftgured I couldn't go wrong. so I the band, not drown them
out. 'The
grabbed the disc and marched proudly band as a whole realizes that
music em
SPONGE
to the Wal-Mart counter.
be emotional and dramatic without
ro/ting pinata
As it turned out, I was immediatle y screru:ning vocals or blistering
gutair
Columbia
impresssed with and drawn into the riffs. Even though a couple
of the
music of Sponge. Their sound is a bit songs. "Plowed" and "Rotting
Pinata",
Sound Quality - 8
of a contrast ot the sugary pop hooks of . may keep you mosh
fans · happy.
Performan ce - 9
other songs. The overall mood is dark Sponge . r!'3lly offers
ten thoughtful,
and plodding. with most of the record creative: songs to listen to ratha'
than
Except for a quick glimpse of the reminding me of a mellow version
of anything danceable.
single "Plowed" on MTV's Aiterna- early Soundgard en; No one
instrument
One thing I like to give a . band
live Nation. I hadn't heard much about dominates on the record;
nothing is
Sponge, a new band out of Detroit. overdone. The music is subtle
see MusIc, page'14
and the

from page 5
50 chance that when the II@S% hits the
fan this summer. I may just wind up in
Rolla for another semester (maybe).
But I really don't know how' things
are gonna' tum out. And that is just a
li.!ik scary. But that is for me to deal
with(OH LUCKY ME!!!). so Iwon't
go into too much detail. B utthere is one
thing that I do know. and that is I will
miss the people I have met here and the
things that we all did together. '
And since this is the last issue of

the Miner for this semester (and pOssibly my last column). I would like to
take a moment and thank the people
who made this year tIie roller-coas ter
ride that it was. In no particular order:
Laurie. my editor (for letting me get
away with this column); Shawn, Chris.
and Josh for being there (like you had
a choice); Enoch for adding a bit of
lunacy; Lindsey and Jessica for an interesting year; Larry for his "silly-boy "
amusemen ts; Gino, Haas t Walker,

Keith. Price. TJ. Alan. Bill, Duffy.
Brad. Cory. and Rich for all of the
misadvenn ues; Mandi Jo for all of her
help; Lawdog for not throwing us all in
)ail; BGforbei ngmy'1 (and only) fan;
Kim. ShilQh. and Kali for ummmm.
well. let's just say thanks....
Of course, I would also like to say
thanks to anyone I accidentally left off
of the list, you know who you are. ...
Well. folks. it looks like this is the end,
so ·sol>* I'll talk to ya·lliater....

-Page 14
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Gossip
better lil sis
Zlam, YBS
Rayna,
Thanx fo r evel)'thing!
Janice
Congratulations Kelly! U R the
greatest!
Zlam, YBS

all the support you gave me while I was in
the hospital . Thanks so much.
Zeta love, Donna
hey 'SSG'
love ya lots!
WB'
Attitude check!... Zeta's 111
Droop- have a great summer!
YLS

Congrats to Amanda and Teresa, The
newest members of ou family.
Zlam, Deena, Tracey, Mozow, and
Lisa
Katja,
I'm going to miss you.
Deena

EI love you!

ITA's
While you're away
The world I fwd
Is a little clock
God forgets to wind.
Have a wonderful summer! I'll miss
you.
Doris

Stars

from page 13

FredHope to see you lots.
UNoWho

JWe'll do ok in Phys. See you this
summer.

-F

Congratulations to aU of Zeta's New
initiates!! We love you Theresa,
Bridget, Rachel, Amy, Kim, Kali,
KeUy, Teresa, Amanda, Jessica, and
Donna! U R Awesome!

C
Jim, Craig, Roger & SpencerThanks for all you've done.
Don't know what I'll do without you!!
Good Luck
Doris
Ethan & JohnThanks for all your help! See
you in August.
Doris

Rachel Congrats on your initiation. You're an
awesome Zeta!
YBBS
Our family is the coolest, even though
there is a brunette!
A blonde

Lynnae,
Thanks for being such a great little
sister. Sorry I've been so busy. I have
something for you though. Good luck
on your finals!
Lico, YBS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHI OMEGA

o

0

YEARS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Cranmer- Come party & Stay with me this

Kim C., Jen D., Jant & Kristen K.Congratulations- It won't be the
same with out you! Stay in touch!
Doris

summer
Cassie

FIloveyou!

Zeta,
Just wanted to say thank you for

-E

Blondie,
Six semesters, a billion credit
hours, and evel)' town in mid-Missouri
= conquered. Whatever shaU we do
with the rest of our time here? Thanks
for yet another fabulous year, Peach.
Telepathically Yours, Dagwood

you master the current ones. Love is an
alchemical laboratol)' where you can
uncover secrets about yourself that
you've always tried to hide, so experiment, baby, experiment.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18):
The following space has intentionally
been left blank so don't worry that
you're missing something.
The beautiful emptiness you just
experienced was brought to you by
Kamikaze Silence, my patented new
therapy . Unique among all the "talking
cures" that dominate psychology, Kamikaze Silence celebrates the unappreciated truth that sometimes it's
healing to just SHUT UP. I'm sure
you'll agree that your world is increasingly crammed with so much noise and
commotion that often you can't even
hear yourself think. With Kamikaze
Silence, you're able to create a brief,

Cyber
find out more about the neat and interesting stuff that ypu can do with your
homepage, check out the following
links:
An Introduction to HTML can be
found at:
http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/GeneraVlntemet/WWWIHTMLPrimer.html
Sample graphics for your
homepage can be found at :

Music
One thing I like to give a band
credit for is whether or or not they write
and/or produce their own record.
Spong does both. I haven't found too
many people who are familiar with this
band, so either Sponge is not really
catching on or I just hang out with
geeks. This CD may not be getting all
the popUlarity it deserves because the
sound is a bit of a throwback to the
grunge styling of the early 90s, but it
would be a darn shame for any music
fan to let rotting pinata pass by, because its got plenty of coolness to offer.
- John Borgmeyer
MAD SEASON
Above
Columbia
Sound Quality - 9
Performance - 6
Faced with writing another music
review for the Miner, I had these two
choices: review the new Dokken tape,
or pick something of my own. Since I
am here to give you the most value for
aU the effort you go through to pick up
your free copy of the Miner, I decided
to review both. If you remember the old
Dokken, you know the new Dokken .
(pS to the Dokken virgins: they suck.)
Anyway, I chose to evaluate Mad Season, a side project of Layne Staley of
Alice in Chains and Mike McCready
from Pearl Jam. I am usually skeptical
about independent projects, because
one man tends to steal the show and
ruin the record, but 1 am a huge fan of
L ayne Staley and was curious to hear

from page 12
intense, sanctuary of sweet nothingness at anytime, no matter how rabid
you surroundings. Ready for more?
For the next minute, wrap yourself
luxuriously in the delicious protection
of Kamikaze Silence.
PISCES (FEB. 19-MAR. 20): To
honor the cryptic, epigrammatic spirit
of your week ahead, here are a few
pithy formulas .
Whispers carry more clout than
shouts; candles shed 'fore light than
flamethrowers.
Short trips may change evel)'thing
forever; long journeys may shift things
just a little and only temporarily.
Candid confrontations could lead
to quagmires; tricks and feints and
bluffs could spark gem-like solutions.
The "simple facts"l\1'e rife with lies
by omission; only the messy contradictions are trustworthy.

Six

from page 6
http://www .cs. umr .edu/peoplel
localwebresources.html
One of the best ways to learn more
about what can be done with a
homepage is to look at other people's
homepages. This can be done a couple
of ways.
• In lynx, hit the '\' key
• On Mosaic, select "File" and then
"View Source."

from page 13 .
the sound.
The basic result of this Seattle
union is cool, but predictable. Layne,
who usuaUy sings the songs written be
Chains' guitarist Jerry Cantrell, wrote
aU the songs for Mad Season, and his
distinctive voice has never sounded
better. Most of the songs are vel)' laid
back, and he sings them with strength
and passion. I can't remember the title
of the first song, but it is one of the best
on the record. "River of Deciet," the
single released for radio airplay, is
another tune that displays the cd' s perfect blending of the styles of Pearl Jam
and Alice in Chains. McCready, the
Jammers' lead gutair player, takes a
break from the sloppy, garage-band
mood that has dominated his last two
records and ends up with some smooth,
polished, flowing riffs for Above. This
is his fine st playing since ~.
The only argument I have against
the performance aspect of Mad Season
is its unoriginality. EveI)' song on the
record has already been done, basically, by either Pearl Jam or Alice in
Chains. It marks Staley' s first tl)' at
writing an entire record, and it is obvious that he was more or less in charge
of the Mad Season project, so I think
that the style of the record is a product
of his taste in music. [' m not sure what
he could have done that would surpass
aU the different ground covered by
Alice in Chains, but I think that the
idea of McCready and Staley collaborating gave me hopes that were much
too high. In reality, the record is one of

the best I've heard, but unless you are
a big fan of the singer, you won't fwd
~ any different from~ or
an older release, ~
- John Borgmeyer
KEITH MARTIN
il'.s long overdue
Ruff House Records I Columbia
Sound Quality - 8
Performance - 8
This is a vel)' instrumental, relaxing cd, the type that makes you sit back,
relax, forget al1 worries, and then your
body melts into the music. The romantic, mellow vocals and instruments set
the atmosphere for a relaxing candlelight dinner for two or an evening of
slow dancing. Keith Martin has a
unique voice, but it is comparable in
style to such artists as Bo)'z II Men and
Color Me Badd with the variation of
being a solo lead vocalist. I suggest
sharing the romance with the one you
love, listening to this long overdue cd,
which includes titles such as Forever
Wil1 Be IThe Wedding Song) and Real
~.
For a more hip hop sound,
L.O.V.E. Love and Gi ve It Up are
good, upbeat titles.
Another song I really enjoy is Moment In Time. It reminds me that evel)'
"lillie" thing that happens in life REALLY IS just one moment in time; no
maller how big or small trials and
tribulations may seem, it ' ll all work
out in time. This song is vel)' powerful!
All of the fourteen tracks on this cd
make it a delightful mix of cool pop and

R&B.
While driving on Interstate 44 Sunday (April 28th) a familiar sound carne
over the airwaves around 4:30 P.M.
The local Rolla radio station KQMX I
Magic 97.5 played Keith Martin's ftrst
track off of this compact disc, entitled
Never Find Someone Like You .
Therefore he is already being exposed
to this area. If you enjoy this type of
music, I suggest you keep your eyes and
ears open for this great artist.
- Tricia Lee Ann (Brown)
FOSSIL
Fossil
Warner Bros.
Sound Quality - 6
Performance - 6
Fossil is a self-titled release from a
band out of New Jersey. Their highvoiced vocals mix well with the fast
tempoed music_ The songs seem to
have a happy-go-lucky overtone. This
is a nice cd to relax and listen to, and it
has really grown on me. EveI)' time I
listen to it, it gets beuer. Bob
O'Gureck, the lead vocalist really
comes through weU.
The first track, " Moon," along with
"Martyr's Wife," "Josephine Baker,"
and "Thundershower" are all good.
Give them a listen if you get the chance.
- J. Daniels

TOM PETTY
Wildflowers
Warner Bros.
Sound Quality - 8

Performance - 7
Tom does it again with Wildflowers, a c9 ful1 of songs that will get your
foot a tappin and will be stuck in your
head all day. Petty has a knack for
these kind of songs. This cd has the
abili,ty to lift my spirits a bit, and this
close to finals, I need all the motivation
to continue that I can geL The songs are
not "happy" songs that invoke dreams
of peace and harmony, but I think it is
the upbeat tempo of al1 of Petty's
songs.
The first half of the cd is great,
especially It's Good ToBe King. AU of
the ftrst five songs have been played on
the 'commercial radio stations. This
isn ' t always a good determiner of a
song's greatness. In general, you
should listen to more non-commercial
radio (KMNR 89.7) and decide for
yourself which songs are "good," and
not let program directors control the air
waves. Sorry about that; I'll get off of
my soapbox. Not only are the "popular" songs good, but so are the rest of
the fifteen tracks. I especially like
Hone), Bee, Cabin Down Below, and To
Find A Friend. This is a cd that you can
listen to in its entirety and be quite
pleased.
If you are going to be in St. Louis
this summer, try to catch his show on
June 2 at the Riverport Amphitheatre.
The last time he was in town, the Full
Moon Fever tour, he put on a great
show .. Look for me out in the lawn.
Have a good summer and look for the
Miner Music Review next semester.

I

,
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Weet nothing.

Dinner Specials:

GRADUATE BUFFET

tter how rabid
ldy for mare?
Wrap Yourself
oUs protection

Monday Night· buy 1 get
2nd half off
Tuesday '· $1.00 off steak
Wednesday· surprise night
Thursday· fiesta night

MAY 13 4:30 - 7:30
for graduates, family, and friends at

IR. 20): To

Our Weekend Specials
Live Entertainment 8 - 12 Fri. & Sat. in Lounge

aJnmatic SPirit
ere are arew

BLUE HERON CAFE

Hours:

're clout than
,are light than

Six miles W. of Rolla exit.179 off 1-44 -112 mile on North Outer Road

1ge everything
',y shift things
lporarily.
'ns could lead
nd fein~ and
lilte solUtions.

Great Menu & International ·Beer. Selection
Call: 314 - 762 - BIRD

-

11-2 & 5-7 M·F
11-12 M·Thurs.

D

.~

~rifewithlies

5-9 Sat .

(dining room)

11-1 Fri. 5-1 Sal.

Pregnant & Afraid? .
1-800-550-4900
364-0066

~SYC\lnttadic.

BIRTHRIGHT

STUDENTS ALWAYS 112 PRICE TICKETS!

~pa~

edu/people/
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Join Schnucks, "The Friendliest Stores in Town':
and earn extra money for the summer or next semester.
We offer competitive wages and flexi ble hours .

HE

To apply, bring this ad 10 your
nearby Schnucks store.

.khnuckl

Editing and Proofreading
By UMR graduate in English
®

With 10 years secretarial experience

$10 Per hour (one hour minimum)
Pickup and Delivery oil campus

Call Margie
364-()()99
Monday through Friday
Between 9am and 9 pm

The Friendliest Stores in Town
Equal Opportunity Employer
© 1995 Schnuck Markets, Inc.

.Ill

~tsemester.

.

FOR UMR STUDENTS AND
F A C U L T Y !
Order to go with Eggroll! 212 S. Highway 63 364-9610
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Here's Proof That A
College Degree
Can Really Pay,Off.
$400

Right Now Recent College Graduates Get
Off
Every New Dodge. In Addition to Most Other Current Offers.*
Dodge Neon starts as low as

$0
7,6.30 1ofz~;:~~ad
cash back.**

An Automobile Magazine '95 "All Star." Cab-forward design, dual airbags, 16-valve, 132 horsepower engine.

Dodge Avenger starts as low as

$113 4~~
,

_

after$400

college grad

cash back.**

Dual airbags, double wishbone suspension, dual overhead cam, 16-valve engine.
Don't forget to ask about ' 95 college graduate finance plans available to eligible customers through'Chrysler Credit.

~The New Dodge
See Your Friendly Dodge DealerToday.
·Ask for eligibility requirements. NA with certain other offers. ··Base MSRP after $400 College Graduate Cash Back.
Includes destination. Excludes tax. Base models may have to be ordered. Always _ar your seat belt.

0

-
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Air Fare Hotline
Low cost International student travel.
8301 Maryland Avenue
Suite 301
St. Louis, MO 63105

1-800-455-2359
Departure date detennines price:
.
Package Price
Thru 6/14
6/15 thru 9/15
Destination
Amsterdam
$699
$783
Athens
$799
$919
Brussells
$734
$808
Geneva
$712
$812
MunichlFrankfurt $699
$829
London
$599
$699
Madrid
$655
$753
Paris
$699
$783
Rome
$775
$875
Rates shown are round trip departures from St. Louis and
are subject to availability. Prices include all taxes. Must have
21 day advance purchase. Fares arefor students only. Must
have valid student/college i.d.

It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The
Planet. Unless You've Stolen It.

Your MasterCard®is stolen. You panic, get

angry, panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is in possession

about seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster when he

entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you bought,

and you can get a new card the next day: It'll be accepted at millions of places,

Q
must sell wallets. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money."" •
· C rrtdi" (o"aif;CO"J Ilpply
0 1995 1I1dJltrCIlrd J"ICTll atiofllll l n(co'po rauJ
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GIVE

APRIL 26 - MAY 15

..;::; ;,'"

8:00 am - 5:00 pm

.+**WIN $500 ***

.-m
.
•

~Phelps
• County

an empIOyee-owned

Bank
txn •

memb8I FDIC

. 1( your monty could go on summer
b",ak. it would probably head (or the

btach. too, A beach whITe $frvice
charges drown in th, sand,
PCB introduces tht hottest summer
. strvice ~uailab~ : , . (",zing. You
can T'le.. " your check in, account 01
PCB
pay
B:"';lij~i·

and

lUll-iii"'"

EVERY BOOK YOU SELL BACK TAKES ANY ORGANIZATION
YOU CHOOSE ONE STEP CLOSER TO WINNING $500
THE OR GAN I ZATION . WHICH SELLS THE MOST
BOOKS BACK TO US IS A WINNER!!!
CONTEST ENDS FRIDAY, MAY . 12th AT 5:00

p~

WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED SATURDAY, MAY 13th

Give )'O~r money a brrak all,ummer long. Slop by your nearest ~CB location lad
.

UMR Compou, Pint Slret!. or Hwy 72. in Rollo - J<fftrSon Strut In SL JomtJ .

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

~rI-IE UNIVERSIT Y

,

OF lV1ISSOURI-RoLLA

ENCHANTMENTS
First Door on Vichy Road
Used Books. Sports Cards. Comic Cards.
& Comics

We Trade & Sell Cards:
Magic, Jyhad, Star Trek
Open: Tuesday - Sunday

lOam, 8pm

Tarot card ReadiVl:j5 Avalable: 368 -4074

r------~----------------1
I CAMPUS CARD. Box 220645. HOLLYWOOD. FL33022 I

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

YES!

.; .

Now you can have two or the most rerognlzed and
IwantVlSA8/MASTEllCARD8Credlt
accepted credit canls In the \Wrld " ,Vlsa~ and MastrrCardl!!> I
credit cards.,."ln your name: E;}lE~ IF YOU ARE N~ IN 1_ Ptro.s.approvro lnunedlalely. 100 010 GUARANTEEDI
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN. TLJRNEO OO~ BEFOR~!"
V1SM' and MasterCard!!> the credit cards you
desern: and need ror- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMEJIIT
srORES-TIJITION":'ENTERTAINM EI'ITEMERGENCY CASH-TJCKETS-RESTAURANrS-HQTELS-MOTELS-GA5-CAR REJlITJUS-;
REPAIRS-AND TO BUIlD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

' . ..d£~

G\tt.''''''-

. ,

..
,
STATE' _ZIP _ __

~

' .-.

S't.,Ct.~,

No turn downs!
No ,credit checks'!No security deposit!

"'~~!1~£:~~~" .
__ ~~ ..~
SEND THE COUPON TODAY
.".'.'-' ;-.

NAME
ADDRESS
CItY

YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

"PHONE -'---_ _ _ S.S.# - - - - - SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ _,-. '-',-_ _ __
NOn;, MaslerCard I•• .qIs1<mI tJadc:mar\<

or MaslnCard IntemailonaJ.loc.

or VISA USA. Inc. and VISA Inll:maUonai
Ii
01.
i:I[):!.li'U;10l.!II4.j:lz.j.;.\
-, _·
~ ______ ____________

Visa I•• r<gISkml lr.Idcmoil<

- -_ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ J _ _ _ _ _

_
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WE HAVE
~Canoeing, Rafting, Inntertubing, & Kayaking on
the Huzzah, Courtois, & Meramec Rivers
"'Lodging "'Trailrldes
"'Steak Cookouts, BBQ's and Hog Roasts
"'A NEW ZOOIl with a Showerhouse and Store'
OPEN MARCH 1ST TO
"'2112 miles Riverfront Camping
NOVEMBER 1ST
"'Full Service Restaurant
Average Travel Time to Huzzah Valley
"'Programmed Activities
from Rolla is 45 minutes.
*Horsedrawn Hayrides
"'Laundromat
Ask us about our
Party Plans for Frats and Soroltiesl

i

HUZZAH VALLEY RESORT
HC 87 BOX 7480
STEELVILLE, MO 65665

1-800-367 -4516
OR DIAL DIRECT 1-314.786-8412

CALL

1-800-367-4516 TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
OR FOR A FREE COLOR BROCHUREI

'-.
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.When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny talent
of 'Iearning through osmosis.) $0 donlt let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive with Vivarin e •
One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee. ~~~FN
And itls jist as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if youlre up for it.
01995.=-~
Use on as directed.
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Traffic Tickets
D.W.!.
Blue Lights, Big Trouble?

r-------------------------------,

Attention UMR Students
AI West Nissan
Has the DEAL for you!

... not necessarily. Get some good advice. Protect
your legal right and insurance premiums.
'/(fosotUJl!e '/(ptes
:Tree Initio!C(Jfl.fuftati01I

Bring in this ad when buy~g
any new Nissan and receive
FREE $200 in any Nissan
accessories from AI West
Nissan's Parts Department.

(341-3537)
Steve Daniels Attorney.at Law
1007 N. Pine St., Suite B6

ADOPTION
We are a loving married couple who lost our
precious four year old to cancer, and are unable to have
more children. Financially secured with beautiful home
and many relatives ready to pamper a baby. Your child's
older brother will again have someone to love, play with,
and protect. Can we help each other? Please call us!
Tom & Stephanie

1-800-434-9143

I

*
*
*
*

Also:
Free cellular phone (certain restrictions apply).
On the spot delivery with a full tank of gas.
College graduate financing-NO payment for 90 days.
(No cash needed)
Top dollar paid for all trades in any condition.

Nissan Trucks

Nissan Sentras

Nissan Altimas

Nissan Maximas

From $12995

From $15 795

From $20795

-""'Tl

"

MAIL BOXES ETC

V As low as 3 1/2¢
V 24-hour access
V Bindery service

'0-0From $8695

Southside Shoppers World'364-0006

AI West Nissan
1-800-467-1223
364-1233
705 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, MO

************
SUMMER WORK

L ______________________________ _

$9.75 TO START
Part & Full time entry level positions in

all areas. Aex·schedules starting before
or after finals. No expo nee. Wtlllrain.
All majors may apply. For area nearest
you caJJ:

St. Louis 314-992-0869
Columbia 314-874-4992
Kansas City 913-7524196
Springfield MO 417-888-6388

************

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn up to $4811 weekly
assembly circuit boards/elect'ronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
. ppenings your local area.
Cal\ f~602.68!H444 Ext. 10.2 C

